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New idea

Wash the dust that lays on me
Before the night shuts these eyes 

and all my dreams 
And the thunder cries 
And the fever rise under the skies 

I need a remedy to cure my tragedy

Got a new idea

The wonder has gone away
Fighting off the winds 
under those empty fields
Trying to treasure the stars
Lost a heart but I got a new idea
For once in my life
It's an evolution

Blurred and broken (some might say)

Dazed and shut under the light
Lost my hopes (It passed you by)

Got a new idea for once

There might be a flash
You might see it black
So come to my life
Back to the start
You might be aware that I'm not afraid

But all my hopes are laid on you
Say

Blurred and broken (some might say)

Dazed and shut under the light
Lost my hopes (it passed you by)

Drained of all I had remaining

Shattered forgotten (some might say)

Been caught under a train
You're all my luck (it passed you by)

Got a new idea for once

Tied to machines

Do we want to be aside 
We can't live behind a lie 
So get on, and move on
I don't want to break you down
We don't want to tear you apart
So come on, I want to take a heart

Tied to machines
Must keep them on
Everlasting need

What are we supposed to do
You're hypnotized and fall from grace
So get out, of temptation
I don't want to lose control
I don't want to break my bones
So get on, and walk on

Tied, to machines
Can't get on
Addicted by the need
Tied to machines
Can't turn them off
Everlasting need

Tied, to machines
Addicted by the need
Tied to a system
Possessed by the need
Thought the nighttime
When you say you will be there for me
and you walk outside the room again
Just to hide with your device
All my hopes are gone and left aside
can you keep up with what I say
and were tied to a machine

In between
The sand between mountains
Blows away, close your eyes
The heat of the summer will bring up crying skies
The mission as started, no escape, no way out of here
War and religion will collide
Beyond any doubts

All I want is for you to be here
Time and time again 
I try to understand 
In between

Storm is sweeping through the valley and the hills
A fight has started blood that spills people dancing
A revolution little hope all seems lost in vain
All your devotion, powerless 
There's just too much pain 

All I want is for you to be here
What I fear is the time in between
Time and time again 
I try to understand 
In between
In between
Time and time again 
I try to understand 
In between
In between

Sideways 
Say you're moving
When you thought you would be losing
And you want to reach the fame
Then you want to prove it
You don't mind if people are there
You just want to play your game

Sideways you go
Sideways you make it
Sideways with no fears
Sideways you go
Sideways you've made it
Sideways you live for the day

I don't want to fake it, I don't want to leave it
I don't want you to be caught by the time 
I don't want to let you down
But you're about to lose it 
Do we wish to be saving ourselves?
Since I know you're about to give us up

Sideways you go
Sideways you make it
Sideways you will fall
Sideways you go
Sideways you made it
Sideways you will see

When you call my name, I will be away
I won't be your listening ears
When you say it's me, I will slip away
I won't let you be this way
And when you say I'm wrong, I will get you truth 
I won't make it here today

Sideways you go
Sideways you make it
Sideways you call it a day
Sideways you go
Siideways you made it
Sideways you'll always be



Rise with me
Brighten by shinning lights when you are near
Elevate all your magic, no more tears 

Take me out 
I’m meeting you there

I can sense we are two, let's glide through the storm
You are a saint, hollow skies
When you are near

Take me out
Lead me there
Rise with me

When I'm spoken to just look at me into those eyes
We can bleed
We can reach every single star

Taking me out
Leading me there
Rise with me
Rise with me

This is the last chance to make it alright my dear
Will you be riding with me when the morning comes?
I don't regret swimming in a sea of love
When all our dreams are washed away

Our innocence can guide us
And make it all so easy
Caught up with show feet
Dragging down and sleepy
Rise up and speak up
Let the colors be for real

Take me out
Rise with me
Rise with me

Under the rain

All my thoughts are with her
in the park or in the streets
There's a place where she brings me
and where I've never been

In these eyes I see the truth
Touch your skin and fell the youth
Wondering what could bring us closer,
closer than we are

OoOo AaAa
Let's just lie under the rain

Laughing and teasing
playing our games
Dancing underground
Hanging together till the dawn wakes
And then going different ways

Push me aside tell me I'm wrong
Could there ever be a way
I don't really care what people may say
I won't act like I should

OoOo AaAa
Let's just lie under the rain
OoOo AaAa
Let's just lie under the rain

Let's just soak ourselves for good
Hold on tight and roll with me
There is nothing in this world
That can prevent us from living dreams

OoOo AaAa
Let's just lie under the rain
OoOo AaAa
Let's just lie under the rain

Firefly

She got out of her shell before time
Growing up faster than her line
She came out of the dark at first sight
Shining bright like a star in the night
When her glow fades out in the mist
Hibernate when the cold comes adrift
Under water she hides mysteries
She swims till the tide and then

Walk outside
Summer dries your wings
Shine a light
When you’re chemical
Firefly

Dance when your legs are numb and strained
Figure out how to make it and play
Beat it up if it drags you around
If your heart is striking alone
Captivate all the eyes when you move
Make them burn in love to the groove
Paint your colors yellow and green 
Dye your tone and then you can

Step inside
So we can lose our minds
Shine a light
When you’re chemical

Firefly
You brought our lives a day
Caught us by surprise again
Fire, Firefly

Firefly
You brought our lives a day
Caught us by surprise again
And we try and try to understand
Fire, Fire, Fire
Firefly

Transmission
I don't care being a stranger
Found your voice tuning receivers
A signal heard in high frequency
Transmission lost again

Radio's on there's no replacement
The chain has been made we will meet again
You’re my interoperability

Lack of transmission
I'm caught and caught again
Hope for redemption
The frequency is lost
Lack of transmission
I'm caught and caught again

Our looks are changing
Our times have been broken
The signal fades away
The magical spell can't be passed along

Lack of transmission
I'm caught and caught again
Hope for redemption
The frequency is lost
Lack of transmission
I'm caught and caught again

I don't want to lose that's against my will 
I don't want to listen to what you say
The wires are cut all the channels are busted 

Lack of transmission
I'm caught and caught again
Hope for redemption
The frequency is lost
Lack of transmission
I'm caught and caught again



Alive

I lay awake in the underground
I can hear your steps 
As you're walking to my stone
When you bring me flowers
Can you reach my hand and pull me out

I want to be the one
I'm alive
I'm alive before your eyes

In the twilight rays you pray
Kneeled at my grave
Crying tears through the clay
Reaching me like a wave
I can hear your heartbeat pounding
Let it not be for someone else

I want to be the one
I'm alive
I'm alive before your eyes

Silently an angel came
I'm dreaming it's you
I want it to be true
Cannot be taken away

I'm alive before your eyes
I wanna be the one
I'm alive
I'm alive before your eyes

I'm alive
No matter where you are
I gonna find you there 
I'm gonna reach the stars
I wanna touch the moon yes I can
Gonna light the sun with my hands
Forever with you

No regrets

Meet a friend across the bridge
Lost my heart on the river ridge
Our story goes the end unfolds
Find the answers in the cold

Close the door, left a note
Got no regrets

I don't mind if you stay late
You came home through the gate
Blinded by your silver spoon
Left to sleep under the moon
Got no regrets

Though I sense that you were gone
And I feared that you were taken
I got no regrets

And I got no more time in my hands
Wasted all the dreams we kept to ourselves
it’s too late
I got no regrets

Though I feared that you were gone
And I sense that you were falling
I got no regrets
Though I thought that you were broken
And I feared that you were bleeding
I got no regrets

Sing for you

Fly up to your window
Into your room
You lie like a widow
All afternoon
I'm just like a bee
Looking for honey
I sting your belly
Take a piece with me

Sure I knew and thought it could be
I will sing for you
I will sing for you

Climb up in the tree
Watch you naked around
I'm just like a monkey 
Jumping up and down
If I only could 
Be sure I would
Roll around with you 
Just like in the zoo

Sure I knew and thought it could be
I will sing for you
I will sing for you
I wish I knew this dream could be
I will sing for you
I will sing for you

I'm a bird resting in my nest 
My feathers, wrapped around you
I spread my wings 
Ready to take off
Migrate away
Fly with me
Today!

Chorus

Change

A secret hides, underneath the lies
Paint the picture of the rupture
The dark black sea can turn to blue
Let's believe, before we leave
All I want now
All I want is to be brave

The story took a twisted end 
Shut the book, let’s not pretend 
Aggravation
Don't make a scene
Our ambitions
Can break the spleen
All I want now
All I want is to be brave
All I aim for 
All I aim is to light up the flame

I can change
You can change
Change for the better 
Change for the worst
Change for the time 
Let's make it back together 
Before we break

A secret hides, underneath the lies
Don't make a scene, it can raise the spleen
I said, who do you love?
I thought that it was me
Say, who do you want?
I thought that it was me

Change
Change for the better 
Change for the worst
Change for the time 
Let's make it back together
And never be alone...
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